
The Sun

Blackalicious

The sun giver giving sun
Living one day at a time
That I rhyme
Ripper when it comes
He is that inclined satellite
Drifting to the unseen
Patterns of the magic eye
Listeners will succumb

Feel the sunshine
Beaming through the drum line
Newer life
It will reanimate a dumb mind
They used to roll for k[?] by the uptide
Behold the rhythm
See out of the dark it come light
They used to say it was a dark
Where the art spoiled

And rotten we plotting
To regenerate the crop soil
The sun giver giving sun
Come and get it til it's done
If what you're living isn't fun
Get rid of it and run to the sun giver

The sun, the sun giver
The sun, the sun giver
The sun, the sun giver
The sun

Here comes the light
At the end of the tunnel
Here comes the light

At the edge of tomorrow
Before the night
Pray today
Every bit of heart ache
Goes away
Give a little light to try
For a synthesize
I can feel I can fly
Like [?] of a dove
Create a smile
Put in my file
Two sticks together gonna grow a spark

The sun giver giving light
Living life
Make it brighter when it's dark
Put these rhymes inside your life
Shine like a bright light
Shine in the light might
Mightier than high tides rising to new heights
Heights rocking like a light lightning bolt
Life it might strike
Y'all it's pain and struggle, hustle
Work it out and fight fight



Paint a picture on the canvas
Make it something nice
Right through any obstacle
This season is our fight night
Bright lights, big city
Night height
Tight passage
Write masters smashin' through
Put on your hazard lights
Like every thought you feeling in this world
Is all inside
Every moment you gotta be reborn as you die
Sun giver come hither listen to the drum
If you got a little rhythm
You can step out of the slums with me
Come get this daylight if you're living in a slump
Plow son if what you're living isn't fun
Please get rid of it and run to the sun giver

The sun, the sun giver
The sun, the sun giver
The sun, the sun giver
The sun

Here comes the light
At the end of the tunnel
Here comes the light
At the edge of tomorrow
Before the night
Pray today
Every bit of heart ache
Goes away

Here comes the light
At the end of the tunnel
At the edge of tomorrow
Every bit of darkness fades
And only sunshine remains

Give a little light to try
For a synthesize
I can feel I can fly
Like [?] of a dove
Create a smile
Put in my file
Two sticks together gonna grow a spark
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